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(Headings are clickable hyperlinks, as are cross-references throughout)
Purpose

RMES 508 will prepare researchers and future decision-makers to foster sustainable management of ecosystem-based activities, for the competing and complementary ends of sustaining and enhancing human well-being and protecting biodiversity. The concept of ‘ecosystem services’ (ES, the processes by which ecosystems render benefits for people) is not a framework for valuation (e.g., “putting a price tag on nature”), although it has been applied and understood as such. Rather, ES provides one novel approach for putting a ‘human face’ on ecosystem change, facilitating trade-off evaluation, and identifying ‘win-win’ opportunities. But management is never the simple implementation of any approach; accordingly, students will learn about the following facets of the concept from ecological, economic, ethical, and also institutional (law, policy, and business) perspectives: philosophical underpinnings, debates and controversies, analytical tools and approaches, recent developments, limitations, and opportunities.

ES—as the provision of benefits—can be understood as the nexus of two processes: ecosystem provision (e.g., how watersheds yield clean water) and human consumption or appreciation (e.g., how people access water). Study of ES is therefore inherently interdisciplinary, involving an integration of the natural sciences, social sciences, and humanities. Students will work in diverse teams, learn from peers, and integrate across disciplines to analyze real-world cases in partnerships with government agencies, NGOs, etc., of their choosing.

Learning Objectives and Outcomes

Students who complete this course will be able to:

1. Explain to policymakers and lay people the concept of ES and its relevance for sustainability and policies;
2. Communicate how biophysical and social changes might increase the benefits of specific ES, and the basis for this understanding from relevant science, etc.;
3. Critically and constructively review academic papers and research reports pertaining to ES;
4. Constructively critique real or possible programs, policies, and institutions that impact ES, based on those possible impacts and the concepts of efficiency, equity, and sustainability;
5. Advocate and support their views on the pros and cons of economic valuation of ES and other routes to affecting decision-making based on ES research and stakeholder input.

Course Description

Through participatory lectures, role-plays, discussions, debates, and workshops, students will:

- Learn the history of thinking on ES and new developments in policy;
- Characterize the ecological dynamics underpinning numerous key services, and their relationship with biodiversity conservation;
- Critique environmental policies to increase benefits relative to costs in different circumstances;
- Evaluate ES readings as a peer reviewer;
- Identify opportunities for profit from ES, and the feasibility of creating markets for ES;
- Describe the opportunities and impediments to laws, regulations, and programs for ES in BC;
- Evaluate decision-making processes and the methods and theory and practice of economic valuation in light of social, cultural, and ethical considerations;
- Apply these skills individually and in teams, demonstrating the learning objectives and outcomes through assignments and presentations, including a self-chosen final paper.
Course Policies

(The formal language in this section is to conform to University requirements.)

Attendance
Following university regulation, regular attendance is expected of students. Students who neglect their academic work and assignments may be excluded from the final examinations (note: there are no exams in this course). Students who are unavoidably absent because of illness or disability should report to their instructor on return to classes.

The University accommodates students with disabilities who have registered with the Disability Resource Centre. The University accommodates students whose religious obligations conflict with attendance, submitting assignments, or completing scheduled assignments. Please let me (Kai) know in advance, preferably in the first week of class, if you will require any accommodation on these grounds. Students who plan to be absent for varsity athletics, family obligations, or other similar commitments, cannot assume they will be accommodated, and should discuss their commitments with the instructor before the drop date.

Late assignments
This course is not intended to run or ruin your life. So when exceptional circumstances will prevent you from completing an assignment on time, you may request an extension and it will be granted where possible and appropriate. In the absence of a granted extension, grades will be reduced by 5% per day for the first four days and 2% per day thereafter.

Academic Dishonesty
Please review the UBC Calendar “Academic regulations” for the university policy on cheating, plagiarism, and other forms of academic dishonesty.

Students should retain a copy of all submitted assignments (in case of loss) and should also retain all their marked assignments in case they wish to apply for a Review of Assigned Standing. Students have the right to view their marked examinations with their instructor, providing they apply to do so within a month of receiving their final grades. This review is for pedagogic purposes. The examination remains the property of the university.
Schedule

At a glance

Nine weeks of lessons featuring lectures, role-plays, discussions, and debates:
   - Introduce Weekly Responses to Readings

   - Policy Brief, Blog, or Op-Ed (upload to Connect and send to partner)

3. Sep 16 2014. Ecological underpinnings
   - Fellow Review

4. Sep 23 2014. The context for ES in BC, in management, law, and policy
   - Final Project proposal

   - Fellowship Brief, Blog, or Op-Ed (upload to Connect and send to partner)

http://proquest.umi.com/pqdlink?did=19221593&Fmt=7&clientId=6993&RQT=309&VName=PQD
8. Oct 21 2014. Markets and the social context for ES; profit-making for the good
- Annotated Bibliography
http://ppg.sagepub.com/content/35/5/613.abstract

Two weeks of guidance on final projects:
10. Nov 4 2014. In-class, group guidance on final projects (additional meetings with instructor by request)
Nov 11 2014. NO CLASS (Remembrance Day public holiday)

Two weeks of presentations of final projects:
11. Nov 18 2014. First groups

(No class) Dec 2 2014: Final Project papers

Weekly descriptions are below: date, title, learning objectives ("LO"), readings and references (see Readings and References regarding the volume and expectations), and reading directions.


LO: (1) Meet other students and instructor and learn what knowledge and skills they possess to complement each of ours; (2) understand and communicate the concept of ecosystem services; (3) use the syllabus and understand how to use it throughout the course and later; (4) (time permitting) learn a framework for critically and constructively reviewing academic papers and research reports.

Readings:
http://www.nature.com/nature/journal/v387/n6630/abs/387253a0.html


http://www.nature.com/nature/journal/v395/n6701/full/395430a0_fs.html


http://www.nature.com/nature/journal/v387/n6630/abs/387253a0.html

Key Extra References:

http://dx.doi.org/10.1021/es990673l

http://www.sciencedirect.com/science/article/B6VDY-4XXM2HP-1/2/262d5bd14da586b14dfa2e2590ac30fd


   LO: (1) Understand the progress from 1997-2006 on the ecology, values, and policy of ES, including the Millennium Ecosystem Assessment (MA; through several case studies); (2) identify the major pressing needs for the future; and (3) learn the purpose and structure of op-eds and policy briefs.

   Activity: Mock open-forum, post-MA but pre-IPBES on the possible creation of an IPCC-like structure. See Connect course site.

   Readings:

http://dx.doi.org/10.1126/science.1131946


http://dx.doi.org/10.1016/j.tree.2006.07.009

   Key Extra References:


http://dx.doi.org/10.1016/j.tree.2006.07.009

   Key Extra References:


3. Sep 16 2014. Ecological underpinnings, toward ecological production functions?

   LO: (1) Learn the basis for ecosystem services research in ecology (e.g., diversity-ecosystem function and diversity-stability relationships); (2) understand and communicate two ways of studying the ecological basis of provision of ecosystem services (from Kremen 2005); (3) explain the notion of an ecological production function, and the extent to which this can capture the complexity of ecosystem processes; (4) glean and understand scientific concepts associated with ecosystem services from reading primary literature (with a focus on graphs).

   Activity (possible): Mock expert panel decision, as at Environment Canada or Fisheries and Oceans Canada (DFO), whether to employ mapping of ES based on production functions or statistically-derived functions. See Connect course site.

   Readings:


Key Extra References:


4. Sep 23 2014. The context for ES in BC, in management, law, and policy

Guest appearances (possible).

LO: Communicate a supported opinion of (1) how well a subset of federal and provincial laws and policies protect ES; (2) how well the same subset could do if optimally enforced; (3) the major regulatory and enforcement gaps regarding ES protection, and obstacles to real progress; and (4) how policymakers might address those gaps and foster sustainable and just use of ecosystems now and in the future.

Readings:


Key Extra References:


Guest lecture: Robin Naidoo

LO: (1) Articulate the purpose of economic valuation in current policy contexts, and its utility and limitations; (2) explain what prices reflect, and the pros & cons of market valuation; (3) identify the appropriate use of several methods of non-market valuation and (4) forms of discounting; [(5) perform simple cost-benefit analysis using net-present-value with discounting].

Activity (possible): Structured discussion re: the utility, benefits, risks and limitations of non-market valuation (stated and revealed preference methods separately) and benefit transfer. See Connect course site.

Readings:


Key Extra References:


LO: Learn and communicate (1) a generalized understanding of the relationship between ecosystems, biodiversity, and ES, including trade-offs between these competing policy goals; (2) the evidence (scientific and logical/philosophical) to support those relationships; and (3) the differences and
similarities between the various approaches employed to map and model ES. In particular, defend a position on the assumption that initially fuelled ES research: that management for ES will foster intact ecosystems and biodiversity conservation.

**Activity (possible):** Mock annual general meeting (AGM) of WWF regarding a possible shift in conservation focus further toward ES. See [Connect course site](#).

**Readings:**


**Key Extra References:**


**LO:** (1) Understand and communicate the way that different kinds of policies are assumed to impact people’s behaviours and the social values associated with ES, based on economic logic; (2) explain the evidence and theory (including from other social sciences) regarding the limitations of these assumptions; (3) identify major categories of costs of policies and management actions; and (4) explain these dynamics through actual policies in various places.

**Activity (possible):** Mock parliament to propose and discuss a set of possible laws and amendments to improve ES protection. See [Connect course site](#).

**Readings:**


Key Extra References:


8. Oct 21 2014. Markets and the social context for ES; profit-making for the good?

LO: (1) Understand and communicate how markets work—and don’t—in the context of environmental protection and the role of government regulation in their construction and operation; (2) determine the applicability of market-based initiatives (MBIs) relative to regulations for various ES contexts, and the kind of regulations necessary to make the MBIs work effectively.

Activity (possible): Structured discussion regarding the utility, benefits, risks and limitations of markets for protecting and managing ES in different contexts. See Connect course site.

Readings:


Key Extra References:


Guest lecture: Terre Satterfield? Professor of Environment, Culture, and Risk

**LO:** (1) Understand the potential and realized roles of moral values and moral argument in ES management and policy; (2) communicate the major assumptions of economic methods (recounting salient evidence of violations of those assumptions) and the resulting utility of economic valuation in a context of cultural and moral values; (3) explain the difference between private preference and principles of public interest and the ramifications of this difference for environmental valuation and decision-making; (4) explain the way that diverse material and non-material (but important) benefits may be associated with individual activities or ES (the interconnected nature of ecosystem components, ES, benefits, and values); and (5) voice a supported opinion on appropriate approaches for valuation and decision-making in light of the above.

**Readings:**

http://dx.doi.org/10.1525/bio.2012.62.8.7


**Key Extra References:**


Assignments

Overview (% of total marks)

- Weekly Responses to Readings (9).
- Annotated Bibliography (10).
- Policy Brief, Blog, or Op-Ed (12).
- Fellow Review (8).
- Final Project (team analysis), including a proposal (6), presentation (15), and final paper (30). Project can involve program evaluation, analytical essay, literature review, or research proposal as appropriate for individual students.
- Class participation (10).

Details

Due Dates, file formats: All assignments should be submitted by UBC Connect (Blackboard) by the date noted as MS Word-compatible attachments (to enable commenting and suggested changes; rich text format, rtf, is fine) except the presentation slides (which should be submitted as a pdf or MS Powerpoint-compatible file) and the bibliography (which should be submitted as an EndNote library or EndNote compatible export).

File names: Please label assignments in the following manner: “(first name) (last name) (assignment title)”, e.g., “Abe Lincoln op-ed.docx”. Reviews should be labelled by tacking on the reviewer’s initials: “(author first name) (author last name) (assignment) (reviewer initials)”, e.g., “Abe Lincoln op-ed PET” (if Pierre Elliott Trudeau reviewed Abe Lincoln).

Word limits: Please keep within word limits; excessive violations will be penalized.

Group work, acknowledgments: You may work with and consult others. Please acknowledge all sources of help explicitly, and specify who did which parts.

Examples of previous assignments & Future dissemination of yours: Some students find it helpful to see examples of others’ assignments from previous years. Feel free to request this. Similarly, I’m assuming that you don’t mind me passing on your assignments as exemplars (excising your grade) or as references for other interested parties; please let me know if you’d prefer to keep your work confidential.

Weekly Responses to Readings

All students will be asked to write responses to questions about the week’s readings. These questions are intended to aid and gauge your reflections about the readings in relation to the class material: I will generally not ask what the authors said, as I am more interested in your perspectives on and syntheses of that content. Questions will be distributed via email or Connect to other class members at latest the day before the class—by Monday noon. The emphasis here is demonstrating briefly that you have read the readings and done some related thinking that you can shape this into a concise response to particular questions, not that you can compose an eloquent essay or that you understand these readings inside-out (that’s what we’re aiming for after the class!). Answers should be <100 words, prefaced with the question (full wording). See the rubric below.
Annotated Bibliography

Some people can instantly recall anything they've read as the source for all its main points. If you're not like that (I'm not), bibliographic referencing tools are essential for future reference. To encourage habits that I believe will pay off greatly later, one assignment is to assemble an annotated bibliography of course readings. I'll start this off for you by giving you an EndNote exported (xml) file with class readings and references, and your task is to send me a total of 10 annotated references: 5 from the class list—the optional 'references' (but with your annotations regarding key points from your perspective including their specific utility to you; you can go from the 'key extra references' in this document and also the supporting references in the class readings EndNote library); and 5 additional ones not on the class list (also with annotation). Feel free to use point form for your notes, which should be 50-500 words as appropriate for your purposes (more is also fine if needed).

Please submit these references to me as an EndNote library or EndNote-compatible exported file (e.g., from RefWorks, which is free for UBC students, instructions are available at http://www.endnote.com/support/Faqs/Import/faq13.asp) or docx with full-text urls. You will receive 1 mark for each reference, up to a total of 10 marks.

Policy Brief, Blog, or Op-Ed

One of the themes of this course is the crucial need to transfer technical knowledge from experts to stakeholders and decision makers. Such communication can differ starkly from the typical academic paper, which partly explains the dearth of effective communication on resource management and environmental issues to date. Accordingly, one crucial skill to be gained in this course is writing for lay people (e.g., in opposite-editorials, ‘op-eds’), selected communities (e.g., blogs), and decision makers (e.g., in policy briefs). The key components here are (1) seizing and holding the attention of your audience, and (2) conveying complex concepts effectively in simple terms. For grading, see the rubric below.

Illustrate your points through some issue of current interest and some particular ecosystem service(s). Please plan to submit/post these to a real publication, blog, or decision-maker after comments and revision. References are not necessary for op-eds; if present, they should be streamlined into the text. Policy briefs should have references where appropriate (in one standard style of your choice). For more, see the following urls: http://www.policy.hu/ipf/fel-pubs/samples/PolicyBrief-described.pdf, http://www.greenmediatoolshed.org/training/TopTenGuidesAndTutorials/WriteanOpEd.adp, and instructions on Connect. Please upload to Connect and also send to fellow-review partner.

Educating Canada about innovative programs/policies elsewhere: policy brief, blog, or op-ed. In 650 words, explain the concept of ecosystem services and describe an innovative program or policy from elsewhere (e.g., Australia, South Africa, Costa Rica) and how the Canadian (or BC) government could tailor such a program/policy to its context. Also include in your assignment your byline (a short biographical statement that establishes your credibility and credentials for this piece) and a paragraph explaining your strategy (audience, venue, hook, etc.—see more specific instruction doc).

Blog/Op-ed Grading Rubric (12 marks)

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Criteria</th>
<th>Excellent (85-100%)</th>
<th>Competent (70-84%)</th>
<th>Needs work (&lt;70%)</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Title &amp; Byline (.5 marks)</td>
<td>Title is clear, concise, and compelling. Brief byline establishes the author as an</td>
<td>Title is clear and concise. Byline is clear.</td>
<td>Title and/or byline are missing or wordy.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Interest (1.5)</td>
<td>Article begins with a strong ‘hook’, grabbing (and then maintaining) attention with a compelling perspective on an important problem.</td>
<td>Article has some ‘hook’, but this comes somewhat late or doesn’t clearly offer a fresh perspective.</td>
<td>Article doesn’t clearly relate subject matter to audience’s issues of major concern.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>---</td>
<td>---</td>
<td>---</td>
<td>---</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Organization/Style (2)</td>
<td>Article is easy and enjoyable to read—for all intended audiences. Clear, concise, elegant. Relevant, eye-catching supporting graphic, with caption.</td>
<td>Article is quite easy to read—for most intended audiences. Quite clear, and with a few memorable bits. Relevant supporting graphic.</td>
<td>Article is tough to read, at least for some intended audiences. Somewhat ‘clunky’. No graphic, or not well connected to article.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Argument (3)</td>
<td>Clear central claim(s) is/are supported by compelling evidence (theoretical or empirical). Logical structure of argument is clear, consistent, tight.</td>
<td>Central claim(s) are supported by evidence. Argument structure is clear and consistent.</td>
<td>Argument is unclear or lacking support for key claims.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Science (3)</td>
<td>Author appropriately represents relevant available science, simplifying for accessibility without distortion.</td>
<td>Author appeals to science in several cases, representing findings accurately.</td>
<td>Argument lacks explicit scientific basis, or rests upon inaccurate representation of science.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Strategy (2)</td>
<td>Author explicitly explains (outside the text) a compelling strategy for convincing a particular audience towards a given end. Stated venue and dissemination approach are effective for given audience and purpose. The topic is clearly (and explicitly) timely and relevant to the intended audience.</td>
<td>Author explains (outside the text) a strategy for convincing a particular audience towards a given end. Stated venue and dissemination approach are appropriate given audience and purpose. Author explains the timeliness and relevance of the topic to the intended audience.</td>
<td>Strategy section does not clearly present an intended audience, purpose, or venue. Topic is not clearly timely and relevant to intended audience.</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

**Fellow Review**

Another theme of ecosystem services is the crucial need for collaboration with others, especially those from diverse backgrounds. In order to grapple with this multidisciplinary problem, we must work together and improve each others’ work. Providing collegial input on papers can also be a tremendous short-cut to improving our own writing. Remember that input is worth little—and can be counterproductive—if it cannot be received as constructive. Also, we learn not only from suggestions about what might work better but also affirmation of what works well. Accordingly, make sure to commend as well as suggest.

Pick a partner, and send that person your paper on the due date above. Comment (≤500 words) on their paper and send it back to them and to me by the following week. These comments should be distributed across in-text embedded comments (e.g., in Word) and a short blurb with general remarks. Note that such a review differs from a commissioned peer-review in that the authors are your primary audience (not an editor). Thus, use second-person conjugation (e.g., “you”). No need to actually assign grades.

**Fellow Review Template (to be completed by peer reviewers on the blog/op-ed)**
1. For each line, place a check mark in one of the boxes, based on your assessment, using the descriptions in Final Project Grading Rubric (separate from this rubric).

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th></th>
<th>Excellent</th>
<th>Competent</th>
<th>Needs work</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Title and Byline</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Interest</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Organization/Style</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Argument</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Use of Science</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Strategy</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

2. Summarize the objective of the author and the key points of the paper.

3. List at least three specific things about the paper that you think are well done. Explain why you think they are well done.

4. List at least three specific things about the paper that you think could be improved. For each, include at least one specific suggestion for how it could be improved. At least one of your items must be related to content and/or organization (do not focus entirely on technicalities).

Fellow Review Grading Rubric (to be used by course instructor)

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th></th>
<th>Excellent</th>
<th>Competent</th>
<th>Needs work</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Thinking/inquiry (5 marks)</td>
<td>The reviewer identified several strengths and areas to improve, and provided specific and creative suggestions to address deficiencies.</td>
<td>The reviewer identified strengths and areas to improve, and provided specific suggestions to address deficiencies.</td>
<td>The reviewer provided mainly generic feedback.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Communication style (3 marks)</td>
<td>Feedback was provided in professional, inviting and courteous manner. Review was well written.</td>
<td>Feedback provided in professional and courteous manner. Review contained 1-2 writing errors.</td>
<td>Feedback was abrasive, or otherwise unprofessional or not courteous. Review contained &gt;2 writing errors.</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

**Final Project**

There are three components to this group assignment, which are intended to enable me and your peers to provide ample feedback along the way: a proposal, a presentation, and a final paper. I would like this to be as meaningful as possible to your passions and future career. If your class project contributes to your thesis, fantastic! All that matters is that you do creative original work and learning regarding ecosystem services. Accordingly, please feel free to propose a project that suits you best in form and content. Below I present the desired format for a case study evaluation-type project, but other formats can be negotiated under special circumstances.

The purpose of the project is to analyze a program, policy or change for its ecosystem services implications. The emphasis is on (i) integrating across the disciplines to provide a perspective that is often missing in policy formation, and (ii) providing that as desired by particular decision makers (conceived broadly to include NGOs, government agencies, management boards, etc.). In class we often learned about each of the different disciplines separately because it is crucial to understand the key principles and underlying assumptions before integrating in a meaningful way. Now the challenge is for you to bring this understanding together. Do not let uncertainty or a paucity of good quality data prevent you from analyzing the data and theory available,
even if this means applying understanding from elsewhere. Decisions must and will be made, and it’s far better that they are informed by the best available understanding of these ecological-social dynamics than not at all.

I’ve worked with colleagues at a range of organizations (e.g., CPAWS-BC) to design a mix of possible projects that will allow you to exercise your understanding of ES and put it to good use. If you request it, we can adjust the rubric to fit the project objectives as specified in collaboration with the partners. If you have questions along these lines, please come chat.

The core components of the project are (1) context, (2) characterization, and (3) recommendations. You need not organize your report by these headings or the sub-headings that follow; simply ensure that you’re addressing questions like these (not necessarily the examples below, provided to trigger your thinking).

(1) Context:
   a. Ecological: What are the relevant ecological (and hydrological, etc.) dynamics and management/conservation priorities? What were they like, and what are they like now? What are the threats to future dynamics, and what are the ecological opportunities for change (e.g., has the system entered a new stable state)? How much is known about the relevant dynamics and how much is not (e.g., what determines the ecological provision of the relevant ecosystem services)?
   b. Social: Who are the relevant stakeholders? What are their needs and wants in relation to relevant ecosystem services and opportunity costs? How fundamental are the needs/desires being met, and how available are the substitutes for those needs/desires? Who gains or loses from the status quo and who stands to gain or lose from changes? What historical events, policies, etc., still have relevance to stakeholders and so bear upon current and future policy? What relevant rights do people have? What other programs or policies have relevant impacts on the way people interact with the ecosystems?
   c. Integration: How do the ecological dynamics impact social dynamics and vice versa? How do the ecological functions manifest in values to people and how do human actions play out in ecosystems? If there are multiple ecosystem services of value, do the key ecosystem-service providers interact with the providers of other ecosystem services? To what extent are the relevant ecosystem services captured privately vs. enjoyed publicly? Are there tragedies of the commons or other social traps?

(2) Characterization: What are the impacts of the policy/change in question?
   a. Ecological: How does the policy alleviate current or future threats? How does it impact or restore ecological function and conservation priorities? How much and what information is being gathered about the policy’s ecological impact?
   b. Social: How does the policy impact stakeholders directly (through a well-being or other lens)? How are they responding to the policy? How much and what information is being gathered about the policy’s social impact? How does the policy interact with other policies?
   c. Integration: What are the implications of the policy and resulting human actions for ecosystems and the values of ecosystem services (the indirect effects of the policy on stakeholders)? Does it favour one ecosystem service at the expense of others? Do the spatial and temporal scales of ecological provision of services mesh with the scales at which people derive value and at which the policies impact or manage the services or threats to them? How well does an ecosystem-services view address the key facets of the problem, and what is left out? Ditto re: valuation. How might the policy/change affect social-ecological interactions, potentially yielding non-linear change?

(3) Recommendations: How might the policy/situation be improved? How do the proposed changes improve ecological dynamics and enhance the social benefits or reduce social costs (to particular stakeholders) of the policy?

This is intended to be a team effort. As in every case with ecosystem services, the relevant expertise is distributed among different people. I prefer teams of 2 but will consider proposals with different numbers and will adjust grading expectations accordingly. Teams will receive the same grades on all components except for the delivery component of the presentation, as it is assumed that you will make use of your reviewing skills to improve your partner’s contributions. Exceptions to the policy of equal grades will be considered only if requested by both parties together at the due date.
Wherever possible, please make your project useful to decision makers and consider this in your project design by discussing with the decision maker in question what would be most useful to them. If you do good work in this area, somebody somewhere will be deeply interested, and it’s your responsibility to find them (but not necessarily alone: I have contact in NGOs and government and can facilitate finding appropriate contacts for your projects).

Proposal
In ≤1000 words, explain and justify your chosen area and policy (the need that you see, to set up how you intend to meet that need with your project), and lay out the structure and content of the paper. Describe the methods that you will use, and refer to some of the literature that you will consult. Please also describe your plan for ensuring that it will be considered appropriately by the decision makers in question (ideally you would already have established contact). Mark breakdown (6): 1 mark each for context, methods, decision-maker contact/plans, feasibility, proposed report structure, and style.

Presentation
In ≤30 minutes (variable depending on group size), present your initial findings in the areas outlined above. Presentations are intended to get valuable feedback from the instructor and peers. Please share presentation time equitably. See Grading Rubric below. Marks will be deducted for going over time.

Final Paper
In ≤7000 words (variable depending on group size; including figures, tables, and all text except references and supplementary appendices), present your findings. Papers should be fully referenced according to the style of your choice. Exceptions to the word limit will be considered if requested a week before the deadline, based on discussions with your decision-maker contacts. Please only send decision-makers the paper after revisions based on my grade and feedback.

Grading Criteria, General (presentation /15, paper /30)
The presentation will be graded based on the rubric below, with the breakdown of ‘content’ as in the Paper Grading Criteria. A more formalized rubric is used for the presentation than for the paper to account for the less formulaic nature of the latter.

Presentation Grading Rubric:

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Category</th>
<th>Excellent (90-100%)</th>
<th>Good (74-89%)</th>
<th>Adequate (65-73%)</th>
<th>Inadequate (&lt;65%)</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Opening/intro (1)</td>
<td>Clearly, quickly established the focus of the presentation, gained audience attention.</td>
<td>Established focus by the end of the intro, but went off on a tangent or two. Gained audience attention.</td>
<td>Audience had an idea of what was coming, but the intro did not clarify the main focus.</td>
<td>Little or no intro, or intro unfocused such that audience did not know the speaker’s main focus.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Clarity &amp; Organization (2)</td>
<td>Main points clearly stated and explained; well thought out background; logical, smooth organization.</td>
<td>Main points clearly stated; background adequate; logical, smooth organization.</td>
<td>Main points must be inferred by audience; background adequate; audience can follow presentation, but holes are evident.</td>
<td>Presentation jumped among disconnected topics. Main points unclear.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Content (5)</td>
<td>Content presented and analyzed in an interesting, knowledgeable, logical way. Key points clearly expressed and integrated with logical links. Presented appropriate &amp; useful, forward-thinking insights.</td>
<td>Content presented and analyzed in an interesting, knowledgeable, way. Key points clearly expressed and integrated with logical links. Presented appropriate insights.</td>
<td>Content presented in an interesting way. Some key points linked, but others “hanging”. Presentation lacked clear synthesis and insight.</td>
<td>Content patchy. Lacked specific important information. Little effort to synthesize key points.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Style/Delivery (2.5)</td>
<td>Audience could see &amp; hear presentation clearly, appropriate eye contact, gestures, and language.</td>
<td>Audience could see &amp; hear presentation clearly, appropriate eye contact, gestures, and language.</td>
<td>Audience could see &amp; hear presentation. Presentation poorly timed. Speaker</td>
<td>Presenter spoke to the screen or mostly to one person in the audience. Difficult to</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
### Effective pauses and verbal intonation. Graceful transitions.

Some pauses, verbal intonation, and transitions effective.  
expressed hesitation or uncertainty.  
hear/understand. Poorly timed.

### Visual Aids (2)

Well-selected, well-placed images and text. Figures were explained to clearly support ideas presented without extraneous info.  
Well-selected images and text, not always well-placed. Figures clearly support ideas presented. May have some extraneous info.  
Chosen images extraneous to presentation or marginally support presentation. Too much extra detail.  
Chosen images and text marginally useful and poorly ordered. Too much extra detail. Limited connection to topic.

### Summary (1)

Conclusions clearly stated. Summary integrated main points and brought the presentation to a logical & effective close.  
Conclusions clearly stated. Summary integrated main points and brought the presentation to an appropriate close.  
Summary shown but poorly explained by speaker. Audience has to summarize for themselves.  
Summary non-existent or very abrupt. Lack of synthesis.

### Addressing questions (1.5)

Questions handled with confidence and in a knowledgeable way. Speaker clearly demonstrated further depth of knowledge than just the information in his/her presentation.  
Questions handled in a knowledgeable way but with some hesitation. Speaker clearly demonstrated further depth of knowledge than just the information in his/her presentation.  
Speaker made a strong effort to answer questions, but lacked depth of knowledge beyond what he/she already presented.  
Speaker lacked answers to obvious questions the audience would be likely to ask. Speaker struggled to link answer to content of presentation.

---

**Paper Grading Criteria:**

**Content (24):**
- *Context/set-up* (5): how well you explain the issue and the relevant threats, policies, stakeholders, and how it all comes together.
- *Data* (5): the quality of the data you've marshalled (or, where good data are not available, the quality of your search for data as you describe it and your description of the kind of data you would want/need) for the relevant natural and social science.
- *Analysis* (9): the quality of your analysis of the data (their implications and limitations) and the integration across disciplines for a synthetic understanding of the relevant ecosystem services.
- *Recommendations* (5): the creativity and appropriateness of your recommendations (in light of the data & analysis).

**Style (6):**
- *Layout* (3): clarity, aesthetics, layout, outline (e.g., a table of contents is helpful, as is an executive summary), organization.
- *Visual aids* (3): balance of materials for different styles of learning (e.g., visual vs. verbal), clarity and relevance of figures and tables.

**Class Participation**

I believe that you will learn best through interactive lessons, and I’ve structured the course accordingly. But this also means that you won’t learn much unless you are interactive, so to acknowledge that, 10% of your final grades are for participation. Timely attendance is mandatory; please let me know in advance if you will not be able to make it on time to class. So that students don’t miss out on crucial information presented at the beginning of class (e.g., the learning objectives, which should structure your thinking throughout class), I like to wait until everyone is present; if you’re late and don’t let me know, everyone else will suffer.
Delivery/Group-Fostering | Respectful, clear, constructive questions and answers. In group activities, fostered timely and effective collaboration. | Respectful questions and answers. Group participation was generally passive (not attending to timely completion of the task). | Questions and answers were sometimes unclear, or not constructive or respectful. Group participation tended to be disruptive.

**Instructor**

(Kai M. A. Chan) I am an interdisciplinary sustainability scientist with training in ecology, evolutionary biology, and ethics, focussing on the management of ecosystem-based activities and biodiversity conservation. With colleagues at The Nature Conservancy (TNC; California chapter) and Stanford University, I completed one of the first ecoregional-scale spatially explicit analyses of the provision and societal importance of ecosystem services. I led a research project to understand ecosystem services associated with sea otters and kelp forests on the British Columbia coast, in partnership with non-governmental organizations and government agencies. This work was associated with the Natural Capital Project (a partnership of World Wildlife Fund (WWF), TNC, and Stanford University). I also work with the Nature Conservancy of Canada, WWF Canada, PacMARA, and the Canadian Parks and Wilderness Society (CPAWS)-BC chapter (I am also a director on the board of CPAWS-BC). Through other channels (e.g., I am a Leopold Leadership fellow, a member of the Global Young Academy, and a senior fellow of the Environmental Leadership Program), I collaborate with others in the US and internationally.

**Letter to the Student**

Dear student,

Welcome! RMES 508 will challenge you with its broad scope and integrative nature. If you like challenges, you should have a lot of fun. Three features will characterize this course. (1) I will give personal attention to students and also ensure considerable interaction with and learning from your peers. (2) RMES 508 will be all about what you get out of it. I have already structured the learning in a way that I hope will make it most useful for your futures, and I will happily tailor assignments to your particular circumstances (within reason) to further encourage this. (3) This course is an exercise in adaptive management, so I will be relying upon your patience and your constructive criticism to improve this course for this year and future years.

Developments in this arena are bubbling up everywhere, and human well-being and the planet’s ecosystems are at stake, so I’m passionate about this subject. I hope you are, too!

Best,
Kai